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There is an assumption that dynastic politicians are associated with, amongst other
things, poor governance, corruption, and clientalism. Many studies looking at political
dynasties are more concerned with how they begin rather than their political implications.
This paper explores the relationship between dynastic politicians and targeted spending.
Previous studies have shown that dynastic politicians are able to persist because their of
networks, which give them organizational and logistical advantages that facilitate clientalistic
transactions. Thus, they should be more prone to targeted spending. Using discretionary
fund allocations among Philippine representatives, this study finds that dynastic politicians
are more likely than non-dynastic politicians to engage in pork barreling. The paper then
extends the dynastic literature by comparing different dynastic types:“thin” dynasties, where
there is direct power succession but relatives do not share office, to “fat” dynasties, where
there is also direct succession but also horizontal expansion due to multiple relatives holding
office at once. “Fat” dynasties are found to engage in more targeted spending, suggesting
that such dynasties may be more harmful than “thin” dynasties.



In 2013, Senator Miriam Defensor Santiago claimed that the Philippines was the capital

of political dynasties with 178 active dynasties. In the Senate, Santiago said 80 percent, or 18

of the current 23 senators, are members of political families. She said that of the countrys 80

provinces, 94%, or 73 out of 80, have political dynasties. In every province, there is at least

two political families1. Not only are representatives dynastic, they are rich. In the party-list

system, 91%, or 52 seats, are held by millionaires and multi-millionaires. Only 3 members

of the house are not millionaires2. Many members of the House of Representatives, and

political families overall, come from wealth, a stark contrast to the 25.8% of Filipinos living

in poverty3. Not only is the Philippines House of Representatives comprised of dominant

families but is also unrepresentative of the economic experiences of the Filipino population.

Senator Santiago is currently running for the 2016 Philippine presidential election and chose

her running mate to be Senator Bongbong Marcos, son of former dictator Ferdinand Marcos

and current House Representative Imelda and brother to Ilocos Norte Governor Imee.

Politics is a family affair in many countries. Family dynasties have had a long history

in the Philippines, predating the arrival of Magellan. Tuazon argues that political dynasties

have been in the Philippines for six centuries, prior to the arrival of Spanish in 1521, with

the emergence of Maharlika class and persist till this day (2012). A Center for People

Empowerment in Governance (CenPEG) study on familial membership in public offices

from 1907 to 2004, or from the 1st Philippine Assembly to 12th Congress of the two Houses,

found that there have been 160 families that have continuously served each house with two

or more family member (Tuazon 2012). For whatever reason, once families enter politics

in the Philippines, it takes a lot for them to leave. For example, Marcos, Estrada, Aquino,

Roxas, and many other families dominate the political playing field, and their names send

signals to voters that they can provide, whether it be through public goods or localized,

1http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2013/03/01/914637/miriam-philippines-worlds-political-dynasty-
capital

2http://www.bworldonline.com/content.php?section=Nation&title=only-3-house-members-are-non-
millionaires&id=108378

3Statistic comes from the Philippine Statistics Authority’s 2014 Official Poverty Statistics
Report.www.nscb.gov.ph/pressreleases/2015/PSA− 20150306 − SS2 − 01poverty.asp
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targeted projects. It does not help when party institutionalization is low, and parties are

often associated with a few dominant families rather than policies4. One does not even have

to be born into a current political dynasty to have an upper hand in politics. A candidate

just needs to win one election in order to increase the likelihood of a relative winning office in

a subsequent election (Querubin 2013; Dal Bo, Dal Bo, & Snyder 2009; Rossi 2009; Feinstein

2010). The conclusion appears to be that power begets power.

However, most questions surrounding political dynasties revolve around the conditions

under which they form. Dal Bo, Dal Bo, & Snyder (2009) find that politicians who have

longer tenures increases the likelihood of a relative entering office in the United States. Rossi

(2009) shows that five additional years in office in Argentina is associated with an 8% in-

crease in the probability of a relative entering office. While longer tenures do seem to increase

the likelihood of starting a political dynasty, Querubin (2013a) finds just being elected once

increases the chance of a relative winning office in the Philippines. The persistence of dynas-

ties can be attributed to “brand name recognition”. Feinstein (2010) shows that dynastic

politicians have “brand name advantages”, which give them an edge over comparable non-

dynastic opponents in open seat races. In Japan, Asako et al. (2015) develop a model that

shows dynastic politicians have bargaining power that allows them to persist. Rossi (2011)

finds that, aside from name recognition and networks, wealth plays a major role in political

dynasties in Buenos Aires. It could be that once in office, politicians first create the proper

political connections and over time these families build enough social capital to persist long

after the dynasty starter.

By and large, political dynasties are often assumed to have negative consequences. News

articles and think pieces often write about how dynasties undermines democracy by allowing

certain families a greater chance at shaping policy or having increased access to government

resources to distribute5. The Center for People Empowerment in Governance (CENPEG),

4This is the case with the Liberal Party and the Aquinos and the Kilusang Bagong Lipunan Party with
Marcos in Ilocos Norte.

5For some examples see Philippine politics – it’s a family affair and What’s Wrong with Dynastic Politics?
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a Filipino public policy center, argues that political dynasties are the biggest obstacles to

the development of genuine political parties in the Philippines that are based on principles

and consistent party platforms rather than alliances or political accommodation of political

families and clans6. Such reasoning assumes there is a difference between dynastic politi-

cians and nondynastic politicians, and dynastic politicians are major drivers of corruption,

clientelism, and other forms of patronage. There is some evidence that a dynastic effect may

have some merit. Rahman (2013) finds, for example, that dynastic politicians are associated

with worse attendance records, more criminal records and more corruption in Bangladesh.

However, there is still much to learn about the characteristics of dynastic politicians and

what separates them from other politicians in their political behavior.

The aim of this paper is to determine whether there is a difference between dynastic and

nondynastic politicians. Specifically, I am interested to see whether dynastic politicians use

targeted spending more than nondynastic politicians. I will explore this using discretionary

fund allocation among Philippine House representatives. Using a linear fixed-effects model, I

find dynastic politicians are more likely to allocate higher proportions of their discretionary

funds to targeted projects than nondynastic politicians. This means that dynastic politicians

target more of their funding, possibly as a way to secure votes in their districts.

Political Dynasties

In the 2011 ruling of the Navarro v. Ermita case, Supreme Court Justice Antonio Carpio

defined the term political dynasty as a phenomenon that concentrates political power and

public resources within the control of a few families whose members alternately hold elective

offices, deftly skirting term limits (GR No. 180050; April 12, 2011). Indeed, Philippine

political dynasties are characterized by position-switching, where a family member takes over

an elected position when the term-limit has been reached (Querubin 2013b). For politicians

to go through such lengths to maintain office and reserve seats, there must be a reason.

6http : //www.cenpeg.org/fellowsspeak/simbulan/POLITICALDY NASTIESINMINDANAO.html
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Elected political positions, especially at the higher levels, come with access to government

resources and the ability to pass policies directly favorable to a politician’s family, friends,

and business. This seat-switching increases a family’s hold on state power and rent-seeking,

which is the use of privileges from the state to benefit private and family business. Given the

power that comes with holding office, it is no surprise that political clans dominate national

and local politics, and clan ties continue to shape modern Filipino politics and business

(Coronel et al. 2007; Cullinane 2003; Gutierrez 1992; Hutchcroft 1998; Querubin 2013a;

Querubin 2013b; Sidel 1999; Simbulan 2005).

This misuse of power leads people to assume dynasties have negative consequences on

the political process, such as clientelism and corruption. In the Philippines, entitlement

and lack of accountability among the elites are referred to as “wang wang”7, and there

is an assumption political dynasties do whatever they can to get ahead at the expense of

private citizens. Mendoza, Beja, Venida, & Yap (2012) show that political dynasties are

associated with lower socio-economic outcomes. They find that Philippine communities

with local leaders who are a part of political dynasties have lower standards of living, lower

human development, higher levels of deprivation and persistent inequality. It could very

well be the case that lower socio-economic outcomes are due to the use of targeted and

localized spending among dynastic politicians rather than public goods provisions. In line

with political dominance by elites, political inequality is associated with worse developmental

outcomes in Colombia today (Acemoglu et al. 2008).

Targeting

Political elites, in general, often take advantage of their ability to use and distribute gov-

ernment resources, and this advantage can interact with clientelistic practices. Keefer and

Khemani (2009) show that strong links between voters and political parties decrease the

incentive to provide pork. However, ethnic, tribal, or clan ties between voters and candi-

7The term “wang wang” refers to the sound of car sirens used by government officials and powerful citizens
to cut traffic lines and get ahead on the road.
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dates increase the incentive to selectively target resources to their constituencies (Keefer

& Khemani 2009; Kitschelt 2000; Pande 2003). Depending on the electoral rules, politi-

cians have a preference for targeting specific voters at the expense of public goods (Lizzeri

& Perisco 2001). Anderson et al. (forthcoming) and Baland and Robinson (2008) show

how rural elites in Chile and India use their social status and control over land to win elec-

tions. Cruz, Labonne, & Querubin (2015) find that political elites–which include dynastic

politicians–tend to be more central in their social networks and that such centrality confers

organizational and logistical advantages that facilitate clientelistic transactions. In other

words, more central families tend to be politicians because their dense social networks allow

them to use extra-political means to get into office. In Japan, communities with dynas-

tic politicians are more likely to receive discretionary grants than ones with non-dynastic

politicians (Asako et al 2015). Dynastic families are able to stay in power because their

community and government positions interact in such a way that allows them to get a lot of

votes. Government resources and strong local ties and networks should then beget increased

targeting and localized projects. We should see dynastic politicians engaging in more pork

barrel projects than nondynastic politicians and using patronage tactics to keep themselves

in office.

Access to government resources can also mean families of politicians have access to those

resources. Outside of politics Atkinson, Hicken, & Ravanilla (2014) show that Philippine

politicians distribute emergency funds after typhoons not to those in need but to clan and

party members. Even with resources that can be given to those who are in need of assistance,

which is especially the case after major natural disasters, politicians are still choosing to be

selective over who gets valuable government resources. This could be because families and

party membership make it easier for politicians to know who to distribute resources to and

politicians can then hold those family members accountable come election season. They may

be hesitant to give funding to those outside their voting network because they cannot be

sure those people will support them and because they need to keep their supporters happy,
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even at the expense of others. Bertrand & Schoar (2006) show that many family firms

have relatives in office as a way to secure political favors and pass policies favorable to their

businesses. Large family firms will push relatives into politics because they can benefit from

economic transfers and can trust their family members to make those transfers. Dynastic

families will make sure resources they can allocate will benefit family members or their local

or favored districts. In fact, Fafchamps and Labonne (2015) find that being a family member

of a politician increases the likelihood of getting a better-paying job.

Not only do family members benefit but politicians’ select people in their districts can as

well. Sidel (1997) finds that the dominance of political families in the Philippines pre- and

post-Marcos can be partly attributed to their stronghold on certain districts or provinces,

whether it be through goods, vote buying, or corruption. After natural disasters, Philippine

representatives distributed discretionary relief funding based on party membership rather

than need (Atkinson, Hicken, & Ravanilla 2014).

As such, I derive the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis: Dynastic representatives are more likely than non-dynastic representatives to

use discretionary funds for targeted projects.

Priority Development Assistance Fund

Each representative, whether they are district or party list, is given discretionary funds of

equal amount. The Priority Development Assistance Fund (PDAF) is used as a lump-sum

discretionary fund by the representatives to fund small, local projects that are not covered

under larger budgets8. Legislators then decide how to allocate these funds—but with some

8There is a current scandal surrounding the alleged misuse of PDAF by several members of Congress. These
members used the PDAF to fund ghost projects and NGOs that were “implemented” by Janet Lim-Napoles,
a Philippine businesswoman. The scam allegedly went on from 2003-2013. This has prompted many people
to protest for cutting the fat and ending PDAF. While the scandal raises some questions regarding the
validity of the projects, this paper focuses on the type of projects representatives allocate their funds
towards rather than the projects’ outcomes. Representatives would still have to determine the type of
project, real or otherwise, to fund and the project type sends a signal to their constituents about what
projects are a priority to the representative. The project type is also publicly available to the constituents.
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provisions. A detailed explanation of PDAF allocations can be found in Appendix A. The

benefits of those funds are directly attributable to the legislators, so voters will know where

those funded projects came from. Because each representative receives the same amount

irrespective of other representatives, PDAF removes the issue of representatives sharing a

common pool of funds.

PDAF can only be appropriated for the following priority programs: education; health;

social protection; financial assistance; public infrastructure; peace and order; and arts and

culture. A detailed explanation of the types of projects that fall under each program can be

found in Appendix A. These projects are then implemented by specific agencies as outlined in

PDAF. Some projects are implemented by local government units (LGUs), while others fall

under the discretion of national agencies, also referred to as line agencies in the law 9. The

difference in implementing agencies can show whether a legislator is geographically targeting

funds. The project funds go directly to the implementing unit at the start of the project.

Representatives are then be able to give funding to local politicians or national government

bureaucrats. Dynastic legislators will likely allocate funds to their LGUs for local projects.

The PDAF funds would go directly to the LGU and the money can be attributed directly

to the representative. Party-list representatives, however, will allocate to national agencies

where the funds can be used to tackle broader projects rather than geographically targeted

projects.

We can look at examples of the types of projects funded by representatives. Represen-

tative Imelda Marcos is the current representative of the second district of Ilocos Norte, a

position she has held since 2010. One of the targeted projects she funded in 2013 was the

repair/rehabilitation of Elizabeth Elementary School Building Barangay Elizabeth Marcos

Ilocos Norte. Representative Marcos allocated PHP�5,500,000 to the project. The imple-

menting agency of this project was the Marcos Province of Ilocos Norte, which is an LGU.

Because the project implemented by the province, the funds for the project went directly to

9Further explanation of the PDAF allocation process can be found in Appendix B.
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the provincial government.

Representative Marcos has also funded non-targeted projects. In 2011, for one of her

PDAF funded projects, she allocated PHP�1,000,000 to concreting a road in Pinili munici-

pality. Concreting of roads falls under the Department of Public Works and Housing, which

is a national or line agency. Because the road is inherently geographically located, much like

a school, it can be a targeted good. However, unlike the school project funded above, there

are no exclusions to the use of the road. In order to attend a school, the family must live

within the district in order to gain access. This project would be classified as non-targeted

because the implementing unit, and the unit to which the funds go directly, is a national

agency.

A politician’s goal is to be elected and, once in office, remain elected. Electoral victories

oftentimes rely upon the amount of goods–public or private–politicians can provide to their

constituents. Thus, politicians can target limited resources to maximize their electoral suc-

cess (Wright 1974; Dixit and Londregan 1996; Grossman and Helpman 1996; Snyder 1989).

One way to measure targeting is through legislator use of discretionary funds. Keefer &

Khemani (2009) use how Indian legislators allocate their constituency development funds

(CDF), which is a form of pork, to measure constituency service. Ravanilla, N. & Hicken,

A. (2015) also make use of the Philippine Priority Development Fund to measure the timing

of pork allocation among senators. Discretionary funds allow one to observe the preference

of representatives in resource distribution. These funds allow representatives less restricted

distribution of government funds and they do not experience a common pool issue where

representatives must share a common pool of resources. Discretionary funds can be used

to fund small-scale community or local projects10. This type of spending program has been

adopted in the Philippines, India, Kenya, Pakistan, among other developing countries. They

have the freedom and the resources to fund projects for their constituents. However, even at

the community level, some projects are better able to target groups than others. Politicians

10Localized discretionary funds are often referred to as constituency development funds.
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can use their discretionary funds to send a credible signal to their constituents that projects

(and money) will continue to flow as long as the politicians continue to be elected into office.

Data and Methods

The main independent variable is dynastic, or whether the representative comes from a

political dynasty. I define dynasty as families who have wielded formal political power for

more than one generation. For purposes of this study, family members up to fourth degree of

consanguinity or affinity (first cousins, granduncles and aunts, grandnephews and nieces, and

the in-laws of the same degree) will be considered in the classification of persons belonging

to a political family or clan. I limit formal political power to national elected office positions,

such as president, vice president, and senator as well as provincial positions, such as governor,

vice-governor, and House representative. I exclude local elected positions, such as mayor and

provincial board member. There are 808 dynastic politicians and 632 nondynastic politicians

in the data.

The study looks at Philippine legislators’ allocation of PDAF from 2009 to 2013, which

covers the 14th-16th Philippine Congress. This was taken from the Philippine Department

of Budget and Management. The DBM provides the amount each representative receives

in their discretionary fund as well as the type of projects to which a portion of the fund

was allocated, the location of the projects, the recipient of the funds, and the implementing

agency. To examine whether being a member of a political affect representative pork spend-

ing, a dataset was created using the PDAF allocations by both dynastic and non-dynastic

representatives.

For this study, my dependent variable is proportion targeted, or the proportion of to-

tal funding allocated to targeted projects by a legislator in a given year, i.e. what proportion

of 70 million was spent on targeted projects. Following the targeted measurement employed

by Ravanilla and Hickens (2012), a targeted project is measured by whether a representa-
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tive distributed funds to an LGU11. The number of targeted and non-targeted projects by

dynastic and non-dynastic representatives can be found in Table 1. Proportion targeted

was calculated by dividing the number of funds devoted to targeted projects by their total

PDAF allocations in a given year12.

Figure 1: Proportion of Targeted Projects
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I include a number of variables for controls. One is an indicator of whether a repre-

sentative held an official post (i.e. speaker of the house, deputy speaker, majority leader,

and minority leader). Representatives with an official post may be more likely to target to

keep their vote shares high and justify their position. I use number of terms in office (using

how many consecutive terms in office) because there could be a learning process where more

senior representatives target more than freshman representatives. I include a variable for

11If the following project was implemented by the following agencies, it was classified as non-targeted: CDA,
CHED, DA, DECS, DENR, DBM, SUCS, SUCs, DPWH, DOF, DOLE, OEO, DSWD, UPS, SUC, DepEd,
DOH, DTI, DENR, DILG, DFA, DND, DOA, DOST, DSWD, NCCA,vNCIP, NCMF, NHCP, PRC, SCU,
TESDA.

12For representatives, this is PHP�70 million a year, or roughly USD$1.6 million.
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whether the representative is up for reelection. Representatives who are up for reelection

could increase their pork spending prior to an election to help win votes. Another variable

is an indicator of whether the representative is a term ender (whether they’ve reached their

third consecutive term) since term enders will not be concerned with obtaining votes in the

next election. My last control is whether the representative is female.

Table 1: Number of Targeted and Non-Targeted Projects by Dynastic or Non-dynastic

Representative:

Project Type Dynastic Non-dynastic

Non-Targeted 117607 106248

Targeted 67644 46093

Total 185251 152341

Observations 337592

I choose to look at the proportion of total funding to targeted project rather than absolute

number of targeted projects because looking at the total number of targeted projects may not

capture whether a representative is using his or her discretionary funds to capture specific

localities. I use a linear fixed-effects model to look at the proportion of total funds allocated

to targeted projects, the results of which can be found in Table 213.

Results and Discussion

Looking at Table 2, we can see that dynastic politician is significant in the positive direction

based on the 95% confidence interval, or at the 0.05 level. This implies dynastic politicians

have a higher probability of using targeted spending. Term-ender is also significant but in

the negative direction. This is expected as term-enders should decrease the amount they

13Because I estimate a Bayesian model using the lmer package in R, I am unable to return p values for the
model. Instead, I use confidence intervals to estimate significance and increase (or decrease) in targeted
spending from the mean, which is 0.318.
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target because they are no longer concerned about winning the next election. Number of

terms is also significant in the negative direction14. Re-election, official post, and female are

not significantly meaningful predictors of targeted spending.

Table 2: Dynastic Politicians and Targeted Spending

Coefficient Standard Error 95% Confidence Interval

Dynasty 0.048∗ 0.022 [0.006, 0.091]

Re-election −0.001 0.017 [−0.034, 0.0334]

Term ender −0.088∗ 0.029 [−0.145, −0.028]

Number of terms −0.030∗ 0.011 [−0.053, −0.008]

Official Post 0.009 0.047 [−0.083, 0.101]

Female 0.024 0.025 [−0.025, 0.073]

Intercept 0.341∗ 0.047 [0.246, 0.437]

Note: ∗ Statistical significance

For robustness check, I ran the model using a logit-transform proportion-targeted variable

to give me a predicted proportion above or below 0. The results can be found in the

Appendix C. While some of the control variables change in direction (re-election changed

from negative to positive), there was no significant effect in my main explanatory variable,

dynastic politicians.

Discussion

Overall, I find that dynastic politicians use targeted spending more than non-dynastic politi-

cians. This result is in line with normative assumptions regarding dynastic politicians and

14This could be due to its correlation with term-ender. The Philippines has a term-limit of three consecutive
terms, so the highest number of consecutive terms and term-ender are capturing the same thing. Alter-
natively, I could use the number of total terms in office rather than consecutive terms but that is beyond
the scope of the paper.
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their association with clientelism and targeted spending. Nonetheless, these families still

keep being elected into office regardless of citizens’ assumption that they are corrupt. Policy

makers who are interested in preventing lasting dynastic politicians should consider how

these families win their seats and keep power rather than just trying to ban them through

legislation, which is especially problematic as there could be dynastic legislators who can

prevent the bill from passing15.

However, legislation may not be able to keep up with the times as dynasties in the

Philippines are becoming more prevalent as an increasing number of family members are

choosing to enter politics at the same time rather than waiting to “inherit” their positions.

It would then be more fruitful to compare different types of dynasties to explain the potential

effects of these changing dynamics. Dynasties can be classified as thin or fat. Thin dynasties

are characterized by immediate succession of one political seat from one family member

to the next. Fat dynasties, on the other hand, occur when multiple family members hold

multiple political seats at the same time. This would include a sort of “musical chair” of

political seats when family members switch seats due to term limits.

15There was an attempt to ban family members from serving together in office in the Philippines. However,
the bill did not make it to a vote, an unsurprising result as quite a number of representatives in the House
are dynastic and serving office with another relative.
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Appendix A: List of Approved Priority Development Assistance
Fund Project Type

The Priority Development Assistance Fund is used to fund the following priority programs

and projects:

A. Education

1. Scholarships

2. Sportsfests/sports tournaments

3. Purchases of IT equipment

4. Assistance to the Alternative Learning System (ALS) Program

B. Health

1. Assistance to indigent patients either confined or out-patients in hospitals under DOH and

Specialty Hospitals including Professional Fees if favorably endorsed by proponent-legislator

2. Purchase of medical equipment

3. Insurance premium

4. Reduction of infant mortality and under-five mortality, and improvement of maternal

health and reduction of maternal mortality

C. Social Protection

1. Small and medium enterprise/livelihood including DTI’s One town, One product (OTOP)

Program

2. Specialty training/employment program (community based training program) includ- ing

acquisition of training supplies and equipment

3. Purchase of equipment to upgrade existing technical vocational training centers

4. Special program for employment of students

5. Comprehensive and integrated delivery of Social Services Program of the DSWD

D. Financial Assistance

1. Education

a. Scholarship

b. Sportsfest/sports tournaments

c. Purchase of school equipment (inlucluding IT), furniture, and fixtures

2. Health

a. Assistance to indigent patients either confined or out-patient in hospitals under DOH,

Specialty Hospitals, Hospitals devolved to LGUs, and Rural Health Units

b. Purchase of medical equipment, ambulances, and mobile clinics

c. Medical mission including provision of medicines

d. PHILHEALTH insurance premium
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3. Livelihood

a. Small and medium enterprises/livelihood

b. Specialty training/employment program including acquisition of training supplies or

equipment

c. Comprehensive integrated delivery of social services (may be used as LGU coun- terpart

for foreign-assisted projects or FAPs)

4. Social Services

a. Assistance to indigents or displaced families/victims of calamities

5. Electrification

a. Barangay/Sitio electrification

6. Water Supply

a. Construction of water system, purchase/installation of pipes/pumps/tanks, and water

supply system development for local water districts

7. Public Infrastructure

a. Construction, repair, and/or rehabilitation of the following: roads and bridges, flood con-

trol, school buildings and other school facilities, hospitals and health facil- ities, and public

markets/multi-purpose buildings/multi-purpose pavements, path- ways and footbridges

b. Academic buildings of community colleges administered or managed by LGUs

c. School fences and stages

8. Irrigation

a. Construction, repair, and/or rehabilitation of irrigation facilities

9. Peace and Order

a. Purchase of the following: firetrucks and firefighting equipment; patrol/multipurpose

vehicles; multicabs and prisoner’s van; and police patrol equipment

b. Construction and repair of police, jail, and fire stations

10. Housing

a. Construction of housing units for eligible beneficiaries

11. Arts and Culture

a. Rehabilitation , preservation, and conservation of historical and heritage sites

E. Public Infrastructure

1. Construction, repair, and/or rehabilitation of the following: roads and bridges; flood

control; school buildings and other school facilities; hospitals and health facilities; pub-

lic markets/multi-purpose buildings/multi-purpose pavements, pathways and footbridges;

educational facilities identified in the Basic Education Information System Quick Count

Module of DepEd which includes the color coding scheme: (i) school buildings and (ii)

school desks and chairs
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2. Water supply/system; basic and/or emergency obstetric care units; wards or facilities;

hospital and health facilities

3. Roads and bridges leading to declared/strategic tourist destinations determined by the

DOT

4. Academic buildings

5. Police, jail,a nd fire stations

6. Septage and sewerage project in accordance with the national sewerage and septage

management program

7. Farm to market roads identified in the network plan and following the new construc- tion

design Small Water Impounding Projects/Shallow Tube Wells/Small Farm Reservoir

8. Irrigation projects within the priority production areas identified by the DA

9. Barangay/rural electrification

10. Housing units available for beneficiaries

F. Peace and Order

1. Purchase of the following: firetrucks and firefighting equipment; patrol/multipurpose

vehicles; multicabs and prisoner’s van; and police patrol equipment

G. Arts and Culture

1. Rehabilitation , preservation, and conservation of historical and heritage sites
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Appendix B: Procedure Summary of Release of Priority
Development Assistance Funds

The Priority Development Assistance Fund (PDAF) allocates PHP�70 million (USD$1,581,561)

to each member of the Philippine House of Representatives. In order to begin the process of

releasing PDAF allocations, the following procedure must be followed:

1. The representative must make a request for a release of his or her PDAF allocation.

The request includes proposed project lists that details the type of projects being

funded, an outline of which can be found in Appendix A. The requests also include the

description of the project, project location, project cost, and implementing agency.

2. The request is then sent to the House appropriations committee. The committee

chairman endorses the request to the Speaker of the House, who then forwards it the

Department of Budget and Management (DBM).

3. The DBM ensures that the project list request conforms to the budget law. If so,

the DBM releases the funds to the implementing agency indicated by the requesting

representative.
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Appendix C

Table 3: Model 2: Logit-transform Proportion Targeted Model

Coefficient Standard Error 95% Confidence Interval

Dynasty 0.404∗ 0.183 [0.047, 0.761]

Re-election 0.032 0.134 [−0.231, 0.326]

Term ender −0.664∗ 0.237 [−1.125, −0.170]

Number of terms −0.219∗ 0.094 [−0.407, −0.036]

Official Post 0.066 0.392 [−0.700, 0.836]

Female 0.179 0.211 [−0.234, 0.594]

Intercept −1.07∗ 0.295 [−1.627, −0.48]

Note: ∗ Statistical significance
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